revROI

The SaaS solution for complete revenue acceleration

Mobile SaaS Solutions
revROI's mobile software as a service (SaaS) solutions deliver complete customer-interaction applications within mobile devices at the lowest
cost. Our system includes a mobile-sensitive Portal, mobile Time and Expense software, mobile Quote and Product Conﬁgurator with security
control, mobile Scripted Surveys, business rules and process-driven workﬂow all in one powerful system.
revROI's mobile SaaS solution run "thin" in leading mobile devices including iPad, Android Tablets and Smartphones, Windows Mobile,
Treo Blazer, iPhone and Blackberry to eliminate the need for IT support and tedious installation.
Award-winning features such as multi-language support, ﬁltered lists, wizard entry, ﬁeld-level security within forms and more provide an
enterprise-class mobile solution that grows with you. With direct support for other revROI modules such as Time and Expense, you can
integrate ﬁeld service, product maintenance, supply-chain partnering systems and more.

Mobile Solutions
Mobile Quote and Product Conﬁgurator

▪ Full eCommerce and familiar web shopping experience.
▪ Drive more sales with unlimited kits, conﬁgurations, and one-step "cloning."
▪ Built to handle complex needs, the system can control ﬂow, check math, verify multitiered requirements and adjust visual presentation.
▪ Multi-channel PRM ready with dual pricing and eQuote generation

Mobile Knowledgebase Management

▪ Customers, dealers, contact center agents, and ﬁeld technicians need timely and
accurate knowledge at the point of service to diagnose and solve problems quickly.
▪ Increased technician productivity.
▪ Empowering agents with smart processes and scripts.
▪ Providing consistent, personalized knowledge delivery across all support channels.

Mobile Time and Expense Software

▪ Fast time and expense entry in one browser screen that shows your prior entries for
instant validation, completeness and accuracy.
▪ An easy-to-use administration module supports unlimited work rates, billable or nonbillable categories and expense tagging.
▪ Drill into actual billings to see how close you are to maximizing your revenues. The
system also highlights personnel and individual project issues.
▪ Supports employees and channel partners.

Partner and Customer Portals

▪ Provides lead registration and tracking, integrated distributor forecasting, and
opportunity tracking to your business partners over the web with no training required.
▪ Access lead registration, pipeline management, case status, viewing order, shipping
status and tracking customer account information.

Solution Features
Mobile, iPad, Tablets
Use any major browser on any device to reach
more buyers and partners for all interactions.
“Build-It, Buy-It”
Easy to use, familiar web shopping experience
and drag-and-drop visual conﬁguration builder.
One Tool, All Interfaces
Build the mobile experience for all major devices
with one non-programmers toolkit at less cost.
Script to Streamline
Use simple question, answer sessions to simplify
and enhance any customer interaction.
Reward Loyalty, Drive Events
Provide membership-based rewards and manage
events to incentivize customers and take
advantage of social media on mobile devices.
Product Conﬁgurator
Handles make-to-order and standard products.
Time and Expense
Service logs, order status, serial number details
and knowledge bases are there for professional
staﬀ anytime and anywhere.
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